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Abstract Genetic capture–recapture (CR) analysis is a

highly promising tool to estimate population parameters

and monitor populations through time. However, its level

of accuracy has rarely been assessed and comparisons with

traditional estimates in controlled settings have rarely been

performed. We used CR analysis with long-term fecal

genotyping data and applied open-population models to

estimate survival rates and assess trend in abundance of

wolves in Isle Royale over 10 years, while simultaneously

estimating those parameters with traditional aerial-based

techniques that are believed to be reasonably accurate.

Comparison of the techniques indicated that there is a good

correspondence of estimates only when the effort in genetic

sampling is high, which guarantees a high recapture

probability. Juvenile wolves had higher annual CR survival

rates than adult wolves; kill rates most affected wolf sur-

vival in this natural ecosystem, and higher annual kill rates

were correlated with higher annual adult survival. Adult

survival (but not juvenile survival) was an important pre-

dictor of population growth rate. Hence, we show that kill

rates indirectly affected population growth rate and directly

affected adult survival rate. These reliable estimates of

survival have unique value because the Isle Royale wolf

population is not exposed to any human-caused mortality.

Therefore, knowing long-term patterns of annual survival

and its relationship to population growth rate for a not

hunted wolf population represents a critical baseline for

wolf conservation throughout its worldwide distribution.
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Introduction

Reliable estimates of abundance and survival rate are

fundamentally important for understanding the dynamics

of any animal population, particularly those of conserva-

tion concern. An increasingly important means of esti-

mating abundance and survival is the use of non-invasively

collected genetic samples in conjunction with the princi-

ples of capture–recapture theory (hereafter, genetic-CR

estimates) (Schwartz et al. 2007).

One of the most important and persistent challenges

associated with genetic-CR estimates is to understand their

accuracy, especially in relationship to the accuracy of tra-

ditional field-based estimates. To this end, much effort has

focused on theoretically evaluating the effects of geno-

typing errors on estimates of abundance (McKelvey and

Schwartz 2004a, b; Waits and Leberg 2000). Another
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important basis for understanding the accuracy of genetic-

CR estimates is to make useful comparisons with tradi-

tional methods of estimation (e.g., Arrendal et al. 2007;

Creel et al. 2003; Cubaynes et al. 2010; Guschanski et al.

2009; Kendall et al. 2009; Marucco et al. 2009; Solberg

et al. 2006; Zhan et al. 2006). These comparisons indicated

that genetic-CR based estimates of abundance tended to be

25–50 % greater than estimates based on traditional

methods (Marucco et al. 2011); this measure can decrease

with an increase in sampling effort (Stenglein et al. 2010).

The accuracy of genetic-CR estimates is also vulnerable

to violations in standard assumptions associated with CR

modeling, like individual capture heterogeneity or ‘‘trap-

shy’’ and ‘‘trap-happy’’ behavioural responses. While these

assumptions are well known in standard CR analysis,

detection and evaluation of the causes of such violations in

genetic-CR applications is more difficult than is commonly

appreciated (Lukacs and Burnham 2005). In this context, a

persistent obstacle to comparing genetic-CR estimates with

traditional estimates is the inability to simultaneously

estimate abundance with genetic-CR estimators and with

traditional estimators that are believed to be reasonably

accurate. In most cases, the reliability of the traditional-

based estimates is unknown or dubious.

Here, we make such a comparison, involving estimates

of abundance during each of 10 years for a small popula-

tion of wolves (Canis lupus) living on an island where

dispersal into and out of the population is negligible

(Adams et al. 2011). Reliability of the field-based estimates

is facilitated by unusual biogeographical and logistical

circumstances. Both the island size (544 km2) and mean

population size (*24 wolves) are small. The combination

of small island size, small population size, and intensive

period of observation represent unusually good conditions

for accurately estimating abundance.

There is also international conservation value in pro-

viding reliable estimates of survival for this wolf popula-

tion. Throughout the world, the greatest threat to wolf

conservation is a high rate of human-caused mortality

(Ciucci et al. 2007; Creel and Rotella 2010). The Isle

Royale wolf population is not exposed to any human-

caused mortality, therefore, knowing its long-term pattern

of annual survival in relation to population growth rate

provides a critical baseline for wolf conservation. Never-

theless, such baseline data is extremely rare (Creel and

Rotella 2010), and particularly valuable within the Isle

Royale ecosystem, because the ‘‘apparent CR survival (U)

estimate’’, which is usually estimated in CR studies of open

populations where mortality and dispersal are confounded,

can be considered ‘‘true CR survival’’ due to negligible

emigration or immigration.

We estimated population size and survival of the Isle

Royale wolf population over 10 years using both a

traditional aerial-based survey and a genetic-CR approach

to: (1) evaluate the efficacy of new popular genetic-CR

estimates and compare them to high effort traditional aer-

ial-based estimates, which is the most commonly employed

technique to census wolves in North America, (2) estimate

true CR survival for an unexploited wolf population, (3)

test what could affect survival, given the hypothesis that

either kill rates, moose availability, or wolf density could

be the major factors that could affect wolf survival in this

natural ecosystem.

Methods

The study system

Isle Royale National Park (Michigan, USA) is a wilderness

island (544 km2) in the northwest corner of Lake Superior

where wolves (Canis lupus) have been studied annually

since 1959. A centerpiece of this research has been obser-

vations made from aircraft during an intensive 7-week field

season conducted each January and February. These surveys

indicate that the wolf population is typically comprised of

between 18 and 27 wolves (upper and lower quartiles), and

that the population is usually organized into 3 or 4 packs and

several loners (Peterson et al. 1998; Vucetich et al. 2002).

Immigration and emigration are limited to periods in the

winter when ice forms between the 20 and 30 km passage of

water that separates Isle Royale from Canada. During the

study period, an ice bridge formed only once in late February

of 2008, after we had collected most of the scat samples for

that winter season. Moreover, analysis of microsatellite

DNA indicated that, during the study period (1999–2009),

no immigration events occurred (Adams et al. 2011).

Additionally, the Isle Royale wolf population is not exposed

to any human-caused mortality.

Field-based estimates of abundance and survival

The aerial observations involved a light, fixed-wing aircraft

flown every day that weather permitted during the intensive

7-week field season conducted each January and February.

In most years of the study period, C1 individual in each

pack was collared. Between 1999 and 2009, we placed

radio collars on a total of 20 wolves. Aided by radio

telemetry, most packs were observed a dozen or more

times each field season. Aerial observations also included

high resolution digital photographs that aided in distin-

guishing individual wolves based on differences in pelage

and relative size. From these methods of observation, we

estimated the number of wolves in each pack. Lone wolves

(i.e., those not belonging to any pack) were detected by

their tracks in the snow. On sunny days, when tracks are
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conspicuous, we systematically looked for and followed

the tracks of any lone wolf until the wolf was observed

directly. The identity of lone wolves was also aided by

digital photography. We estimated annual abundance as the

sum of pack sizes plus the number of lone wolves in the

population. Because pack-living wolves sometimes spend

time apart from the pack, observing a lone wolf required

not only seeing a wolf on its own, but also observing the

packs, at about the same time (i.e., on the same day or

within several hours), with all of the wolves they were

believed to include. Estimates of abundance, based on this

method, have been published elsewhere for Isle Royale

wolves (e.g., Vucetich et al. 2002). The method is liable to

be particularly accurate when applied to Isle Royale

because the population size is small and observed fre-

quently during a long field season.

Annual survival rate, at the population level, was esti-

mated from aerial observations. Specifically, we estimated

the number of juveniles (9 months old) in each pack each

winter on the basis of physical appearance and behavior,

which were the new recruits into the population. We esti-

mated the number of deaths (Dt) to occur each year in the

population as abundance in year t - 1 (Nfield,t-1) - Nfield,t,

plus the number of juveniles observed in year t. Annual

survival rate (Sfield,t) was estimated as 1 - (Dt/Nfield,t). The

accuracy of this method depends greatly on being able to

accurately distinguish juveniles from adults. Even for

experienced observers, making this distinction from an

aircraft can be difficult. Estimates of survival for Isle

Royale wolves, based on this method, are described in

Peterson et al. (1998).

Long-term research on Isle Royale also includes annual

estimates of moose abundance, moose-to-wolf ratio, and

kill rate (kg of prey per wolf per day) as described in

Vucetich and Peterson (2004). We used these covariates in

genetic-CR models aimed at explaining variation in rates of

survival (see ‘‘Analytical Methods’’ Section).

Collection of genetic samples

The genetic-CR estimates are based on the analysis of wolf

scats collected during the same winter field season when

abundance and survival were estimated with field-based

methods. Most of the analyzed scats ([95 %) were col-

lected from kill sites, where wolves fed for several days

and defecated frequently. Kill sites were detected from

fixed-wing aircraft by direct observation and by following

tracks in the snow (Peterson 1977). Kill sites were visited

as soon as possible after the wolves abandoned the carcass.

Our sampling strategy involved collecting on average 7

(±3) times more scat samples than there are estimated

number of wolves per pack. The field considerations that

favour collecting this number of scats were: visiting as

many kill sites as possible, as soon as possible, and

searching for as long as possible, given logistical con-

straints. When time is unlimited, we typically searched for

scats until 10 min had passed without finding another scat.

Weather conditions occasionally prevented us from visiting

a kill site before snowfall made it impossible to find scats.

The other scats were collected opportunistically (e.g., while

snowshoeing through the forest, or by landing the plane

after observing scat along a track that had been deposited

on a frozen lake). Scats of lone wolves were collected

along their tracks, or at kill sites, because lone wolves

regularly scavenged from sites where pack had killed

moose and left.

Because scats were deposited and collected during winter,

they froze shortly after defecation. After being deposited,

they remained frozen for between 24 h and 2 weeks, until a

sample from a scat was collected, at which point it was stored

in 95 % ethanol or DET buffer (Frantzen et al. 1998; Murphy

et al. 2002). Preserved scat samples were stored at -20 �C

for 12–96 months, until we extracted the DNA.

Laboratory methods

DNA extraction, amplification and visualization

DNA was extracted from fecal samples using the Qiagen

Stool Kit protocol (Valencia, CA) in a laboratory dedicated

to low quality and quantity DNA samples. One extraction

negative was included with each DNA extraction to mon-

itor for contamination. Probability of identity and the

probability that siblings share the same genotype were

calculated for 8 microsatellite loci (Waits et al. 2001)

(ESM Table 1). The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was

used to generate multilocus genotypes at 8 microsatellite

loci designed for canids (Holmes et al. 1995; Mellersh et al.

1997; Neff et al. 1999; Ostrander et al. 1993; Ostrander

et al. 1995). The Qiagen Multiplex PCR Kit was used for

multiplexing loci. PCR products were visualized on an

Applied BioSystems 3730xl DNA Analyzer. Sex identifi-

cation was determined by amplification at the microsatel-

lite locus MS34A (Sundqvist et al. 2001). A fecal DNA

extract was considered to have useable DNA template if

amplification occurred at four or more loci during an initial

PCR using all loci, and then subject to a second PCR using

all loci. Those that amplified at three or fewer loci were

removed from further analysis. Additional details are given

in Online Resource 1.

Data filtering

Fecal DNA genotypes were screened for accuracy using a

modified multiple tubes approach (Taberlet et al. 1997).

Heterozygous results were accepted after each allele was
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observed at least twice. Homozygous results were accepted

after positive homozygous results were obtained three

times (Adams and Waits 2007; Frantz et al. 2003). Samples

for which a consensus genotype was obtained at seven or

eight loci were included in further analyses. Sex was

determined by three positive amplifications (male) or

negative amplifications (female) at locus MS34A. Program

Gimlet (Valiere 2002) was used to determine the number of

unique individuals present within the consensus genotypes.

If a genotype differed from another by one allele and the

difference could be due to allelic dropout these genotypes

were considered a tentative match until further PCR rep-

lication clarified the results. Additional details are given in

Online Resource 1.

Analytical methods

CR modeling

Each 7-week winter field season represented a capture ses-

sion. The study included 11 capture sessions (1999–2009).

Each wolf scat, collected and genotyped successfully, was

considered a ‘‘capture or recapture’’ of the individual geno-

typed on the day of collection. We constructed a capture

history for each wolf by recording whether it was captured or

not in each capture session. We analyzed these capture his-

tories using program MARK (White and Burnham 1999) and

UCARE 2.2 (Choquet et al. 2009).

We used a multi-session open population Cormack–

Jolly–Seber (CJS) model to estimate apparent survival (U)

and recapture rates (p). The apparent CR survival rates,

estimated from the CJS models, were considered true CR

survival due to the negligible emigration or immigration of

this isolated wolf population.

Following recommendations by Lebreton et al. (1992),

we checked the goodness-of-fit of a fully parameterized

model using UCARE 2.2. The overall test is composed of

tests for transience (Pradel et al. 1997) and trap-depen-

dence (trap-happiness or trap shyness; Pradel 1993), which

are particularly sensitive to heterogeneity in recaptures and

independence of individuals. Therefore, we fully investi-

gated models only if robust to assumptions. We then

defined a set of candidate models incorporating biologi-

cally relevant combinations of several temporal and indi-

vidual effects on both survival and detection probabilities

to avoid data dredging (Burnham and Anderson 2002).

We defined a set of a priori biologically plausible

models, and we evaluated our models using a hierarchical

approach where we first focused on models most likely to

explain recaptures; and second, we held the best explana-

tory variables for recaptures constant while focusing on our

primary goal: to determine factors influencing wolf

survival.

Therefore, we wanted to first test the hypothesis that

wolves’ characteristics and sampling effort could affect

recapture rates. Adult wolves, which usually have a strong

marking behavior, might be more frequently recaptured by

scat collection along trails than young wolves (Marucco

et al. 2009); however, our sampling design where the

collection of scats was conducted at kill sites should have

avoided this age effect. Hence, our hypothesis was that age,

as well as sex, should not be an important predictor of

recapture rates. The major hypothesis was that recapture

rates could be affected by effort. We tested this hypothesis

and examined the level and types of effort that could

mostly affect recapture rates. We measured effort in dif-

ferent ways. First, we measured effort directly from the

number of scats analyzed (called ‘‘scats analyzed’’), and

from the number of scats that gave successful genotypes

(called ‘‘successful scats’’). We also evaluated effort con-

sidering the average laboratory success rate per number of

wolves; our rationale for measuring effort in this manner is:

if an investigator knows even roughly how many animals

are in the population (N) and what the average lab success

rate is, then this measure of effort (i.e. scat ana-

lyzed 9 mean success rate/N) will inform the investigator

as to how many scats should be collected (called ‘‘scats per

wolf’’). We also tested whether the recapture probability

was affected by kill rates, because the majority of the scats

were collected at kill sites, therefore a higher kill rate could

represent a higher opportunity to collect scats. These dif-

ferent measures of effort were included as time-dependent

external covariates in a logit-linear relationship to recap-

ture probability.

Then, our interest was to evaluate how annual estimates

of survival were affected by wolf’s age, year, wolf density,

kill rate, and moose:wolf ratio. Our hypothesis was that

young wolves could have lower survival than adult, as

detected by other studies (e.g. Fuller 1989; Hayes and

Harestad 2000; Marucco et al. 2009). We also hypothe-

sized wolf density would have a negative effect on survival

due to a possible increase in intraspecific strife, which as

been reported as one of the major cause of mortality in

natural settings (Fuller et al. 2003); and that survival would

be greater when moose:wolf ratio was greater and kill rates

were higher, as suggested by Vucetich and Peterson (2004),

which explained how the population growth rate of wolves

was significantly influenced by moose density. Wolf den-

sity, kill rate, and moose:wolf ratio were considered time-

dependent external covariates in a logit-linear relationship

to survival probability. We categorized each wolf’s age as

juvenile (9–10 months old), adult (C21 months old), or

unknown. Each wolf was categorized into an age class

using information derived from a combination of tech-

niques (i.e. pedigree analysis, field data, collaring data, and

direct observations of defecation).
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Models were ranked and weighted according to the

Akaike information criterion for small sample sizes (AICc,

Burnham and Anderson 2002). We model averaged to

obtain averaged parameter estimates and standard errors.

We evaluated the importance of each covariate in

explaining the parameter of interest and we measured this

importance by the sum of Akaike weights over the subset

of models that included that variable (Burnham and

Anderson 2002). We estimated standard errors of the

annual survival rates using the Delta Method (Seber 1982).

Population size estimation

We used recapture rates from the best CJS model to derive

estimates of abundance using a Horvitz–Thompson-type

estimator (McDonald and Amstrup 2001):

N̂t ¼
Xn

s¼1

Ist

p̂st
ð1Þ

where N̂t is the estimated abundance at time t, Ist is 1 if

animal s was captured during time t and 0 if it was not, and

p̂st is the maximum likelihood estimate of the recapture rate

of animal s at time t. The approximate variance of N̂t is:

varðN̂tÞ ¼
Xn

s¼1

Istð1� p̂stÞ
p̂2

st

þ
Istrp2

st

p̂3
st

þ
Istð1� p̂stÞr2

pst

p̂4
st

 !

ð2Þ

This estimator corresponds to the canonical estimator,

which is a count statistic divided by an estimate of detec-

tion probability (Williams et al. 2002).

We then compared three sets of abundance estimators,

that is, estimates based on the number of unique genotypes

detected each year, the CR-genetic based estimate (Eqs. 1

and 2), and the field-based estimates. We also compared

two sets of survival estimators, those based on the best CJS

model and the field-based estimate.

Results

Aerial-based estimates of abundance and survival

Estimates of population size, derived from aerial-based

estimates, indicated an averaged population size of 24

wolves (±5) from 1999 to 2009. Population sizes varied

from a minimum of 17 in 2002 to a maximum of 30 wolves

in 2005 and 2006 (Table 1). Average number of juveniles

was 7 (±3) from 1999 to 2009, and varied from a minimum

of 4 in 2007 and 2008 to a maximum of 12 juveniles in

1999 and 2004. The averaged field-based estimate of sur-

vival rate was 0.71 (±0.16) from 1999 to 2009, and varied

from a minimum of 0.49 in 2001 to a maximum of 0.96 in

2000 (Table 1).

Genetic-CR estimates of abundance, and survival

Between 1999 and 2009, we visited 207 kill sites (74 % of

those detected), and collected and analyzed 1,739 scats.

We collected a mean of 8 scats per kill site. On average

158 ± 84 scats were analyzed per year, with a minimum of

52 scats in 2000 and a maximum of 299 in 2005. Of the

1,739 scats analyzed, 826 scats gave successful results for

an averaged 48.9 % (±10.9) success rate over the years. A

total of 107 genotypes were detected, 42 females and 65

males. A negligible level of genotyping errors is indicated

by 92.5 % of the genotypes being recaptured more than

once (ESM Fig. 1). When we pooled the recaptures in each

session for CR analysis, 60 % of the genotypes were

recaptured more than once over the sampling sessions

(ESM Fig. 1).

The overall goodness of fit test was not significant

(v2 = 19.948, P = 0.524) and showed no signs of tran-

sience (z = -1.325, two-sided test, P = 0.907) nor of

trap-dependence (z = - 0.746, two-sided test, P = 0.456),

suggesting that the fully parameterized CJS model was

appropriate. In particular, heterogeneity among individuals

in detection probability was negligible.

The CJS best models were associated with several eco-

logically important results. The first two top models, with

delta AICc \ 2, included age, kill rate and an age-kill rate

interaction term as the most important covariates affecting

survival (U) and a measure of effort (scats per wolf) as the

main factor affecting recapture rate (p); the ratio of moo-

se:wolves also explained an important part of variation for

survival, while wolf density was less important (Table 2). In

particular, the sum of the Akaike weights for kill rate was

0.31, and for moose:wolves was 0.26. In all models, age was

best explained if adults and unknowns were pooled (sug-

gesting that the unknowns were likely older than 1 year). The

sum of the Akaike weights for age was almost 1.00, which

indicated the importance of this variable in explaining the

probability of survival. Juvenile wolves had higher annual

survival rates than adult wolves for every year except 2002

(Table 1). Higher annual kill rate was correlated with higher

annual adult survival (Fig. 1a). In particular, age (b = 8.62,

SE = 5.28) and kill rates (b = 0.31, SE = 0.17) had posi-

tive effects on survival, while their interaction had a negative

effect (b = -1.28, SE = 0.75), which indicated that at high

kill rates, while adult survival increased, juvenile survival

slightly decreased (Fig. 1b). In fact, juvenile and adult sur-

vival were negatively correlated (r = -0.91, P \ 0.001)

(Fig. 2). Adult survival was a predictor of wolf population

growth rate (r = 0.63, P = 0.046) (Fig. 3), while juvenile

survival was not (P = 0.26).
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Recapture rates were best explained by effort, in par-

ticular by ‘‘scats per wolf’’ which was calculated by (scat

analyzed 9 success rate/N). The sum of the Akaike

weights for this covariate is 0.56, indicating the high

importance of this variable in explaining the probability of

Table 1 Summary data for estimates of abundance and survival for Isle Royale wolves, 1999–2009

Years Ngenetic-CR Ngenetic Nfield Juvenile

Sgenetic-CR

Adult

Sgenetic-CR

Average

Sgenetic-CR

Average

Sfield

Effort Kill

rate

Moose to wolf

ratio

1999 25 25 0.79 (0.12) 0.65 (0.06) 0.71 (0.05) 0.93 2.09 4.64 39.9

2000 19 (6) 13 29 0.81 (0.12) 0.60 (0.12) 0.70 (0.05) 0.96 0.88 2.91 35.6

2001 27 (6) 14 19 0.72 (0.17) 0.68 (0.08) 0.70 (0.07) 0.49 1.83 5.19 59.0

2002 28 (7) 17 17 0.56 (0.21) 0.74 (0.09) 0.65 (0.08) 0.53 3.31 8.34 64.7

2003 17 (6) 13 19 0.73 (0.12) 0.69 (0.06) 0.71 (0.06) 0.71 2.75 5.90 47.4

2004 36 (9) 26 29 0.78 (0.08) 0.66 (0.06) 0.72 (0.05) 0.89 4.57 6.31 25.9

2005 39 (10) 35 30 0.81 (0.10) 0.64 (0.06) 0.72 (0.06) 0.66 4.87 5.83 18.0

2006 33 (9) 30 30 0.84 (0.11) 0.61 (0.07) 0.72 (0.05) 0.77 3.47 4.49 15.0

2007 32 (9) 27 21 0.78 (0.10) 0.67 (0.06) 0.72 (0.05) 0.57 5.58 6.16 18.3

2008 25 (8) 23 23 0.79 (0.09) 0.67 (0.04) 0.72 (0.05) 0.9 3.34 5.93 28.3

2009 31 (8) 25 24 2.20 22.1

N is abundance, and S is survival. The subscripts ‘‘genetic-CR’’ refers to the final CJS model-averaged estimates and their corresponding standard

errors; the subscript ‘‘genetic’’ refers to the number of unique genotypes detected each year, and the subscript ‘‘field’’ refers to estimates based on

aerial surveys. Effort is (scat analyzed 9 mean success rate/N), and kill rate is kg of prey/wolf/day. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors

Fig. 1 The relationship between adult (a) and juvenile (b) annual

survival (based on the genetic capture–recapture method) and annual

kill rate. Data are for the time period 1999–2009

Fig. 2 The relationship between adult and juvenile annual survival

(based on the genetic/capture–recapture method). Data are for the

time period 1999–2009

Fig. 3 The relationship between adult annual survival (based on the

genetic/capture–recapture method) and annual population growth

rate. Data are for the time period 1999–2009
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recapture (Table 2). Averaged estimates of recapture rates

varied from 0.52 ± 0.13 to 0.92 ± 0.05 depending on the

number of scats analyzed per year and on the averaged

success rate. Effort (i.e. scats per wolf) was negatively

correlated with CI width of adult CR survival estimates

(r = -0.62, P = 0.04), and there was not a significant

correlation neither with CI width of juvenile CR survival

estimates (r = -0.41, P = 0.24), nor with CI width of CR

abundance (r = -0.31, P = 0.39).

Estimates of population size, derived from the best CJS

models recapture rates, indicated an averaged population

size of 29 wolves (±7) from 1999 to 2009 (Table 1). The

genetic CR estimates indicated an averaged number of 10

juveniles (±5), and of 18 adults (±6) from 1999 to 2009 in

Isle Royale.

Comparison of aerial-based and genetic-CR estimates

For the 10 year observation period, field-based estimates of

abundance were well correlated with number of genotypes

detected each year (r = 0.867, P = 0.001; Table 1;

Fig. 4a). Field-based estimates of abundance were not cor-

related with CR-based estimates (r = 0.454, P = 0.188;

Fig. 4b). Field based estimates were within one standard

error of the CR-based estimates of abundance for 6 of the

10 years during our study period (Fig. 5). The year 2000 was

associated with a limited number of scat samples (n = 52)

and the lowest recapture rate (0.52 ± 0.13). When estimates

for the year 2000 were omitted, the correlation between field-

based estimates and CR-based estimates of abundance was

significant (r = 0.742, P = 0.022). Field-based estimates of

number of juveniles were well correlated with CR-based

estimates (r = 0.848, P = 0.001); while the number of

adults were not correlated (r = 0.295, P = 0.204). When

estimates for the year 2000 were omitted, the correlation

between field-based estimates and CR-based estimates of

adult abundance was significant (r = 0.699, P = 0.018).

Estimates of minimum abundance, derived from field esti-

mates, indicated an averaged abundance of 24 wolves (±5),

which is within the exhaustive estimates derived from the CR

models (28 ± 7).

Survival estimated from field observations was uncor-

related with averaged survival estimated from CR-based

methods (r = 0.420, P = 0.227) (Fig. 4c). When estimates

for the year 2000 were omitted, the correlation between

field-based estimates and CR-based estimates of survival

was still not significant (r = 0.511, P = 0.160). Never-

theless, field-based methods and CR-based methods did not

differ with respect to expected annual survival, averaged

across years (i.e., Sfield = 0.71 ± 0.16 [SE]; Sgenetic-CR =

0.71 ± 0.02).

Discussion

The overall process of using non-invasive genetic tech-

niques to estimate abundance and survival has rarely been

tested and comparisons with traditional estimates in con-

trolled settings have rarely been performed. Our genetic

CR open population analysis to estimate wolf abundance

and survival in Isle Royale over 10 years, while simulta-

neously estimating those parameters with traditional aerial-

based techniques, gave important insights. We detected a

good correspondence of genetic CR estimates and field

estimates, and obtained low CI for genetic CR population

parameters estimates only when effort in genetic sampling

was high, which guaranteed a high recapture probability.

Our measure of effort (i.e. scat analyzed 9 mean success

rate/N), if[3, guaranteed good levels of precision for both

abundance and survival estimates. This measure of effort

may inform the investigator as to how many scats (or

samples) should be collected for a desired level of preci-

sion, if the investigator knows even roughly how many

animals are in the population (N) and what the average lab

Table 2 Cormack–Jolly Seber models run in Program MARK to calculate maximum likelihood estimates of survival rates (U) and recapture

rates (p) of wolves in Isle Royale, 1999–2009

Model AICc Delta AICc AICc weights Likelihood N

U (age 9 killrate) p (scats per wolf) 398,387 0.000 0.215 1 6

U (age 9 moose:wolf) p (scats per wolf) 398,989 0.601 0.159 0.7403 6

U (age 9 wolf density) p (scats per wolf) 400,398 2.011 0.079 0.3659 6

U (age) p (scats per wolf) 400,402 2.014 0.078 0.3652 4

U (age 9 moose:wolf) p (scats analyzed) 400,653 2.265 0.069 0.3221 6

U (age) p (scats analyzed) 401,053 2.665 0.057 0.2638 4

U (age 9 killrate) p (scats analyzed) 401,168 2.780 0.051 0.249 6

U (.) p (scats analyzed) 401,280 2.893 0.051 0.2354 3

U (age 9 moose:wolf) p (successful scats) 402,195 3.807 0.032 0.149 6

Models are ranked according to their AICc values. Only models with delta AICc \ 4 are shown
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success rate is. High recapture rates are also important to

minimize bias, such as presence of individual capture

heterogeneity, and increased precision (Lebreton et al.

1992). Recapture rates varied from 0.52 ± 0.13 to

0.92 ± 0.05 depending on effort, indicating good levels of

recapture for CR analysis.

The CR abundance estimates were, as expected, higher

than and highly correlated to the number of genotypes

detected, because the CR estimates are derived from the

recaptured genotypes. Field estimates instead are inde-

pendent minimum counts of wolves on the Island. CR

estimates of annual abundance were higher than the field

estimates for eight of ten years. This is expected, because

CR estimates take undetected individuals into account. In

wolves, packs are the primary social units of a wolf pop-

ulation, but the population is composed of lone wolves,

typically dispersers, too (Fuller et al. 2003). Genetic CR

modeling is more likely to take into account these indi-

viduals than is field counts. In fact, lone wolves are counted

in the genotype estimate and are characterized by low

recapture rates, which indirectly increases the overall CR

population size estimate.

Higher field estimates have been detected only during

2000 and 2003, likely due to an adult genetic sampling

underestimate. The number of adult genotypes detected in

2000 was only 30 % of the total observed in the field. This

is more likely when a small number of scats is collected. In

fact in this study, recapture rates were best explained by

effort, which indicates that the accuracy of the CR esti-

mates, strictly dependent on the recaptures, can be further

improved by increasing the number of scats collected and

successfully analyzed. Year 2000 is characterized by the

lowest number of scats collected, as well as by the lowest

number of adult wolves detected, and poor agreement on

estimates. Therefore, a greater sample size not only

increases precision, but also limits bias in underestimating

the abundance. An increasing agreement between estimates

was evident after 2003, indicating an improvement in the

CR sampling over the years.

Absence of individual heterogeneity in recaptures indi-

cated an adequate scat sampling strategy, where individual

wolves were indifferently sampled, and scats had very low

levels of genotyping errors. In fact, the recapture rates did not

decrease with increased population size, and the estimates of

population size did not increase with increased sample size.

These two indices are good indirect checks indicating that

there are no major genotyping errors in the dataset. Paetkau

(2003) and Lukacs and Burnham (2005) reported that data

sets which have not been heavily scrutinized both by

geneticists and ecologists often show either geographical

closure violations or presence of heterogeneity in recaptures

without biological explanations (Lukacs and Burnham

2005). This study indicates that collecting scats at kill sites

could minimize individual heterogeneity in recaptures (i.e.

no signs of transience were detected in the fully parameter-

ized CJS model), reducing also differences in recaptures

between juveniles and adults (i.e. age was not an important

explanatory variable for recapture rates). This genetic CR

sampling strategy is therefore adequate for wolves or other

carnivores that spend time and defecate at kill sites, which

permit unbiased sampling of individuals in a pack. However,

understanding the detection rate of lone wolves, for any

Fig. 4 Comparison of field-based and genetic-based observations for

number of individuals detected (a), number of individuals estimated

from capture–recapture models (b), and estimated annual survival

(c) for Isle Royale wolves, 1999–2009. More precisely, the x-axis in

a and b is the number of wolves estimated in the field, the x-axis in

c is the field-based estimate of survival. The y-axis in a is the number

of genotypes detected, in b is the genetic/capture–recapture based

estimate of abundance, and in c is the genetic capture–recapture based

estimate of survival. The dotted line depicts the 1:1 line of equality.

The dark circles represent estimates of year 2000
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method of estimating abundance is notoriously difficult.

Nevertheless, much research suggests that lone wolves typ-

ically represent 10–15 % of a wolf population (Fuller et al.

2003). Our field-based and genetic-based estimates from Isle

Royale are consistent with that composition, suggesting that

lone wolves could be also sampled at kill sites while they are

scavenging from sites where pack had killed moose and left,

or occasionally along tracks.

CR estimates of survival were not well correlated with

field estimates. CJS survival CR estimates are generally

robust (Lebreton et al. 1992), and in particular here, as

indicated by GOF tests and the good CIs. On the other

hand, survival field estimates are likely to be less reliable,

because they depend on the accurately distinguishing

9 month-old pups from adults, and that distinction is prone

to error. This lack of correlation confirms, as had been

suspected, that the field-based method of estimating sur-

vival was unreliable. A better correlation was detected if

we compared juveniles CR survival and field observations.

This is likely because juveniles are easier to recognize and

often stay in the pack the following year allowing good

field estimates of survival, while adult survival is more

difficult to evaluate in the field. The exceptional case of a

small and isolated population with almost no immigration

or emigration allowed the evaluation of ‘‘true’’ CR survival

estimates. In a study case, where the population of study is

connected to others, one should refer to ‘‘apparent’’ esti-

mates of CR survival, and not ‘‘true’’ survival, which is

usually the case in CR studies of populations that are not

isolated, where mortality and dispersal are confounded.

Hence, an apparent CR survival rate will be lower than the

true CR survival rate, because it is confounded by the

dispersal rate.

True CR survival of juvenile wolves on Isle Royale was

higher than adult wolves. We expected the opposite, with

juvenile and inexperienced individuals having lower sur-

vival than adults, as detected by other North American

studies (e.g. Fuller 1989; Hayes and Harestad 2000). In

human dominated environments, such as the European

Alps (Marucco et al. 2009), and Italy (Lovari et al. 2007),

juvenile wolves showed the lowest survival, likely due to

the high level of poaching events and road-kills that usually

affect the non-expert individuals. However, wolves on Isle

Royale, where natural mortality is often due to intraspecific

strife and starvation (Peterson et al. 1998), showed the

opposite pattern, likely because juveniles tend to remain in

their natal packs and are not targets during inter-pack

conflicts (Mech and Boitani 2003). Few studies detected

this pattern (e.g. Ballard et al. 1987, Gogan et al. 2000).

With a larger dataset, it will be interesting to test the

hypothesis that adult subordinates are the age class with

lower survival on Isle Royale.

Kill rate and moose:wolf ratio best explained the trend

in wolf survival over the years. Higher annual kill rates,

and higher annual moose:wolf ratio, were correlated with

higher annual adult survival. However, at high kill rates

and moose:wolf ratio, while adult survival increased,

juvenile survival slightly decreased. These interactions

between age and kill rate, and age and moose:wolf ratio,

may indicate that at the highest kill rates and moose:wolf

ratio, overall adult survival may increase, leading to greater

intra-pack competition for food. Therefore, this study

suggests that pups remaining in their natal pack are buf-

fered against starvation and are not subject to being killed

in interpack conflicts. However, when the number of

wolves increase in the pack, starvation and intraspecific

strife may involve juveniles too. We also detected an

important negative correlation between juvenile and adult

survival in Isle Royale wolves, not entirely expected. The

relationship is important, in part, because properly

parameterized age-structured models require estimate of

the correlations among age-specific vital rates, and one

would tend to expect these correlations to be positive

(Morris and Doak 2002). However, our results depict a

strong negative relationship. We do not understand the

mechanism underlying this relationship. However, it likely

Fig. 5 Estimated wolf

population size in Isle Royale

from winter 1999 to winter

2009. Population size was

estimated with a genetic

capture–recapture analysis

(±SE) (CR estimate), the

maximum number of genotypes

detected, and a field estimate
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involves how parental investment in different-age offspring

varies with food availability and how mortality associated

with adult dispersal also varies with food abundance.

Finally, adult survival (but not juvenile survival) was a

predictor of population growth rate. The relationship

between survival and population growth rate is one of the

most fundamental relationships in demography (Sibly and

Hone 2002). For some species, like ungulates, fluctuations

in adult survival have a strong influence on population

growth rate (Gaillard et al. 1998). Considerable evidence

indicates that survival is an important predictor of growth

rate for wolves in general (Fuller et al. 2003) and Isle

Royale wolves in particular (e.g., Peterson et al. 1998). In

this context it is important to note that survival appeared to

have an important influence, even though it is not the sole

determinant of growth rate and is only one of several

potentially influential vital rates. The observed fit may

indicate the extent to which recruitment can effectively

compensate for survival.

Recommendations and conservation implications

Estimating abundance and survival using non-invasively

collected genetic samples in conjunction with the princi-

ples of capture-recapture theory is becoming an important

tool for wildlife managers (Schwartz et al. 2007). Vali-

dating this approach is fundamental, especially if genetic

CR estimates will be used for conservation and manage-

ment purposes. The small, well-monitored population of

wolves living on Isle Royale, provided the opportunity to

compare genetic CR estimates with standard field estimates

and to explore the specific genetic CR sources of error,

largely discussed by other authors (Lukacs and Burnham

2005; Marucco et al. 2011). The presence of capture het-

erogeneity is one of the most difficult problems facing

estimation of animal abundance using CR analysis (Pledger

and Efford 1998). Problems of capture heterogeneity with

wolves can arise during scat sampling due to differing

behaviour of individuals leading to disparate probabilities

of finding their scats. Our sampling strategy based on scats

collected at kill site proved adequate to avoid this problem.

With this design, we produced a dataset which met the

assumption of homogeneity in recapture rates which is

fundamental for having unbiased CR estimates, important

for the conservation of small populations. However, a

small sample size in year 2000 gave an inaccurate genetic

CR abundance estimate, which indicates that the number of

successful scats analyzed per wolf need to be adequate to

guarantee a high recapture probability. Solberg et al.

(2006) recommended that studies using non-invasive

genetic methods based on faecal samples should aim at

collecting 2.5–3 times the number of faecal samples as the

‘‘assumed’’ number of animals. Our measure of effort (i.e.

scat analyzed 9 mean success rate/N) proved useful and

significant in measuring this and can be used in other

studies. This genetic CR approach to estimate population

size and survival can be widely applied to broad spatial and

temporal scales for other elusive and wide-ranging species.

It is interesting to notice that most studies which applied

genetic CR techniques produced population size estimates

30–50 % larger than estimates obtained with traditional

methods (e.g. Cubaynes et al. 2010; Guschanski et al.

2009; Kendall et al. 2009; Marucco et al. 2009; Solberg

et al. 2006; Zhan et al. 2006). This is likely due to the

application of CR analysis which accounts for undetected

individuals, providing more accurate estimates. However,

we discussed how inappropriate sampling designs and the

presence of residual genotyping errors in final datasets used

for CR analysis can cause overestimation of abundance. It

is important in any study to carefully evaluate these

aspects, especially if genetic CR estimates are used for

management and conservation decisions.

Our assessment of the relationship between kill rate and

mortality rate is important because one of the key

assumptions of carnivore conservation is that the success of

a conserved carnivore population is largely dependent on

their access to food. Moreover, it is important to under-

stand the long-term dynamics of such a relationship for a

population that is not harvested by humans. The Isle

Royale population is one of the few long-term studies of an

unexploited wolf population and this survival analysis

represent a critical baseline for wolf conservation

throughout its worldwide distribution.
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